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Executive Summary
Introduction
This report identifies opportunities for how cities can use climate action plans (CAPs) to ensure
that on-demand mobility and autonomous vehicles (AVs) help reduce, rather than increase,
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, vehicle miles traveled (VMT), and/or inequitable impacts from
the transportation system. The overarching question answered by this report is: how can local
governments in California use CAPs to harness the GHG emissions reduction and mobility equity
potential of on-demand mobility and AVs?
CAPs are planning documents that propose a comprehensive set of programs and policies that the
government entity can use to combat climate change, as well as to mitigate the social costs of its
adverse impacts. Because the transportation sector generates such a large proportion of GHG
emissions, CAPs by necessity include considerable content related to transportation. Additionally,
local CAPs increasingly focus on enhancing social equity locally while also contributing to global
climate justice through mitigation of GHGs. Thus, CAPs have the potential to serve as a key tool
f or local governments to harness the GHGs mitigation and mobility equity potential of ondemand mobility and AVs.

Study Methods
A three-pronged research strategy was employed to answer the research question involving: (1) an
analysis of the current literature on on-demand mobility and AVs; (2) a systematic content analysis
of 23 CAPs and general plans developed by municipalities in Calif ornia; and (3) a crosscomparison of findings from the literature and content analysis of plans to identify opportunities
for GHG emissions reduction and mobility equity through adoption of on-demand mobility and
AVs.
We chose to analyze a set of cities that are well-known f or being in the vanguard of climate
planning. Studying these early actors in climate planning allowed us to focus on communities that
are the most likely to have thought through and experienced the challenges of reducing
transportation emissions significantly. Thus, these cities are particularly likely to have searched for
new and innovative ways of successfully tackling GHGs from transportation.
We used a four-step process to analyze the CAPs and general plans. In Phase I, we developed a
f ramework based on the literature to capture specif ic inf ormation about strategies to reduce
transportation emissions along with general inf ormation such as GHG emissions targets and
baseline emissions levels. In Phase II, we coded the CAPs and general plans using the framework
developed in Phase I. Subsequently, in Phase III, we coded content pulled in the second phase to
identif y strategies and measures that were relevant to shared and/or on-demand mobility, rideMINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
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hailing, and AVs. Lastly, in Phase IV, findings from content analysis of plans were compared with
findings from the literature to identify untapped opportunities and possible risks of AVs and ondemand mobility.

Summary of Major Findings
Analysis of the literature, municipal climate action plans (CAPs) and general plans yielded four
major findings:
(1) Cities should consider synergies between autonomous vehicles (AVs) and on-demand mobility during
policy and planning discussions about either one. The literature f ocusing on vehicle automation
technologies overlaps with that of on-demand mobility. This is mainly because of the synergies
between AVs and on-demand mobility that may help amplify adoption as well as benefits of both
while reducing the risk of negative environmental or social impacts. For example, AVs can boost
carsharing by eliminating the need for someone to travel to a carsharing facility to access available
vehicles, and improving safety, and convenience. If AVs are shared and used as a mobility service
(as opposed to privately-owned single-occupancy vehicles), concerns about increased traffic, VMT,
and consequently GHG emissions are significantly reduced. Shared AVs (or SAVs) are also more
likely to be accessible to a wider range of users making their widespread and equitable adoption
possible. Due to the synergies between AVs and on-demand mobility, any discussion of the
maximization of benefits or minimization of risks should consider both of these emerging trends.
(2) Maximizing the environmental and social benefits of AVs and on-demand mobility requires
proactive and progressive planning; yet, most cities are lagging behind in this area. A comparison of
f indings f rom the literature and analysis of municipal CAPs and general plans shows that the
environmental and social benefits of AVs and on-demand mobility will not be realized without a
comprehensive strategic vision about what an ideal transportation system should look like, and
what steps should communities take to get there. Nevertheless, one clear finding was that few cities
were comprehensively planning to integrate AVs and on-demand mobility as tools to achieve
climate and equity objectives. Close to one-third of the cities did not include any policy options
related to on-demand mobility and AVs. And among the two-thirds of CAPs that did include
relevant policy measures, f ew had more than a handf ul. Unsurprisingly, the CAPs that were
developed or updated more recently were more likely to include policy measures related to shared
and on-demand mobility and AVs. This ref lects the importance of regularly updating CAPs to
incorporate opportunities and challenges that new technologies present.
(3) Municipal CAPs and general plans in California have adopted several strategies and programs
relevant to AVs and on-demand mobility. Since several of the commonly used TDM strategies, such
as programs or policies to encourage carpooling, are applicable to AVs and on-demand mobility,
the majority of municipal CAPs analyzed included at least a f ew relevant measures. Innovative
measures adopted by recently updated CAPs involve measures to encourage TNCs to invest in
electric vehicles; programs to promote “Mobility as a Service” (MaaS) through apps that of f er
MINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
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seamless mobility payment and booking options; and partnerships with ride-hailing companies to
connect nearby residents to public transit either free of charge or for a small fee.
As expected, municipal general plans were far less likely to include explicit interventions to ensure
that AVs and on-demand mobility help communities reduce GHG emissions. The few plans that
did include provisions f or relevant emerging transportation technologies of interest, focused
predominantly on bigger picture ideas, such as supporting research and development for AVs and
other technological advances and planning for infrastructure investments and improvements.
(4) Several untapped opportunities exist to harness the GHG emissions reduction and social benefits
potential of AVs and on-demand mobility. A comparison of findings from the literature review and
analysis of municipal CAPs and general plans in Calif ornia uncovers untapped opportunities to
seize the GHG emissions reduction and social benef its of AVs and on-demand mobility. The
f ollowing section details ways that CAPs can help communities plan f or environmentally
responsible and socially equitable adoption of AVs and on-demand mobility.

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations
The study f indings outlined above suggest seven specif ic ways that local governments can use
CAPs to harness the GHG emissions mitigation and equity potential of on-demand mobility and
AVs:
(1) Use CAPs as a tool to ensure equitable mobility in a driverless future. Since climate action planning
and policy inventions are constantly engaging with the notion of just and equitable communities,
existing or common measures utilized by CAPs can be strengthened to guide the equitable
distribution and use of AVs and technology-enabled on-demand mobility. The recently updated
CAPs more prominently acknowledge that ef f ective climate action planning is rooted in social
justice and equity. CAPs commonly stress the importance of protecting the most vulnerable, and
prioritizing resources to address inherent inequities in our society, such as lack of access to safe,
af f ordable and convenient public or active transportation options. Since AVs and on-demand
mobility can either alleviate or exacerbate transportation equity gaps, CAPs should employ specific
measures to maximize the potential benef its and minimize the risks. For example, CAPs can
encourage or incentivize the use of shared AVs and on-demand mobility options as an affordable
and convenient first- and last-mile solution.
(2) Provide comprehensive GHG emissions reduction roadmaps for AVs and on-demand mobility to
reinforce general plan mobility goals. Although both municipal CAPs and general plans may include
environmental measures relevant to AVs and on-demand mobility, CAPs are more likely to
provide detailed guidelines and innovative solutions specif ically designed to combat climate
change. As such, a GHG emissions reduction roadmap for AVs and on-demand mobility can be
added to transportation demand management (TDM) strategies, as well as physical transportation
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inf rastructure strategies, land-use policies, and regional coordination ef f orts highlighted in the
CAPs. The CAP can then be linked to the general plan to reinforce its broader mobility goals.
(3) Encourage travelers to make a long-run shift to shared use of AVs and on-demand mobility. Analysis
of the literature suggests that any claimed benef its of AVs and on-demand mobility, such as
reduced GHG emissions and traf f ic, will only be realized if these technologies make shared
mobility more economical, convenient, and thus, more common or desirable. The widespread
availability of app-enabled on-demand mobility options, dynamic geo-positioning technologies,
and ease of electronic f inancial transactions, have cleared major hurdles of carpooling.
Furthermore, AVs can help reduce or eliminate safety incidents, such as crashes and even assaults.
Nevertheless, additional incentives might be required to shif t the mobility pref erences of
individuals who always relied on private vehicles. More specif ically, there is a need to redesign
TDM strategies recommended by CAPs to encourage shared use of AVs and on-demand mobility
and help shift mobility preferences of individuals towards shared mobility in the long-run.
(4) Use a combination of transportation and land-use policies to prevent increasing sprawl due to
deployment of AVs. Local CAPs typically recommend a variety of transportation and land-use
strategies to combat sprawl, ranging f rom in-f ill and transit-oriented development strategies to
eliminating parking minimums. To ensure that the increased comfort and reduced value of travel
time (due to the reduced opportunity cost of driving) associated with AVs will not inadvertently
result in sprawl, local CAPs should utilize both transportation and land-use progressive policy
options. Importantly, the combined effect of transportation and land-use policy options is often
greater than the effect of one type of policy. This is because transportation and land-use policies
work together in affecting travel behavior. For example, by eliminating parking minimums, CAPs
can encourage shared use of AVs as well as discouraging the private ownership of AVs. If most or
all AVs are shared and used as service on-demand, the need for parking space will further diminish
resulting in an in-fill development opportunity.
(5) Stress the importance of energy efficiency and renewable energy in a driverless future. The biggest
motivation for the development and deployment of AVs is increased safety and convenience—a
robot will replace the driver, and it will f ollow all traf f ic rules and cannot be distracted. Other
potential advantages of AVs, such as reduced GHG emissions, are considered co-benefits. These
co-benef its are not necessarily guaranteed by manuf acturers. Manuf acturers might actually be
tempted to build larger vehicles that can serve other purposes, such as an office, a gym, or a movie
theater. These larger vehicles can be even more energy consumptive than the current singlepurpose vehicles. Local CAPs can help develop and adopt specific policies to ensure that AVs are
energy efficient and/or electric.
(6) Identify opportunities to link AVs and on-demand mobility to transit. One major challenge
associated with widespread deployment of AVs is the potential f or declined transit ridership,
decrease in public transportation funding, and eventually reduced options for the ones who do not
have access to a car. The alternative scenario is that AVs and on-demand mobility options will be
MINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
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used to augment and complement public transportation. CAPs typically offer a variety of options
to enhance the viability of public and active modes of transportation. CAPs also include first- and
last-mile solutions to boost transit ridership. A combination of these strategies can be specifically
designed to utilize the opportunities offered by AVs and app-enabled on-demand mobility options
to connect individuals to transit stations easily or f ill the mobility gaps in areas with limited or
nonexistent transit options.
(7) Incorporate planning tools that respond to the uncertainty related to deployment of AVs and
extensive use of on-demand mobility technologies. Since climate change poses many uncertainties,
CAPs have long considered sophisticated and dynamic methods to deal with uncertainties, such
as scenario analysis. CAPs have also acknowledged that uncertainties can discourage action, and
thus recommended techniques to help stay f ocused on the desirable goals or outcomes. These
common methods of dealing with uncertainties through CAPs can be used to help local
governments envision a desirable mobility outcome in a driverless f uture and ensure that
deployment of AVs and more extensive use of on-demand mobility will help us reduce GHG
emissions as well as improve mobility for all.
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I. Introduction
This report identifies opportunities for how cities can use climate action plans (CAPs) to ensure
that on-demand mobility and autonomous vehicles (AVs) help reduce, rather than increase,
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, vehicle miles traveled (VMT), and/or inequitable impacts from
the transportation system. The overarching question answered by this report is: how can local
governments in California use CAPs to harness the GHG emissions reduction and mobility equity
potential of on-demand mobility and AVs?
A three-pronged research strategy was employed to answer the research question involving: (1) a
thorough analysis of the current literature on on-demand mobility and AVs; (2) a systematic
content analysis of 23 CAPs and general plans developed by municipalities in California; and (3)
a cross-comparison of f indings f rom the literature and content analysis of plans to identif y
opportunities for GHG emissions reduction and mobility equity through adoption of on-demand
mobility and AVs.
By offering strategies to integrate AVs and on-demand mobility into local CAPs, this research can
help local governments in California and elsewhere take a more holistic approach to transportation
planning that aligns with multiple environmental and social equity goals. Local CAPs are an ideal
candidate for a comprehensive approach since these plans typically go beyond emissions reductions
and involve discussions of social equity and community wellbeing. Technological advancements of
AVs and on-demand mobility can enhance the transportation emissions reduction potential of
CAPs, and simultaneously contribute to social equity and quality of life. As such, this report opens
a dialogue between local governments, AV and on-demand mobility companies, and users of these
technologies that can lead to better social and environmental outcomes.

1.1 Potential Environmental and Social Impacts From AVs and On-Demand
Mobility
Two emerging trends in mobility—Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) and on-demand mobility (which
includes ride-sharing and ride-hailing)—have the potential to dramatically impact travel behavior
and, by extension, the environmental and social impacts of transportation. Examples of benefits
associated with these two trends include better road utilization; increased saf ety for pedestrians
and passengers; reduced traffic; increased in road capacity; enhanced access to jobs, services, and
amenities f or low-mobility individuals; reduced parking needs; improved equity; and reduced
energy consumption. 1 Nevertheless, these technologies also carry risks and, under certain scenarios,
may even exacerbate, as opposed to relieve, mobility problems such as increased Vehicle Miles
Travelled (VMT), 2 high cost of transportation, and diminished support for public transportation
investments.3 Additionally, it has been argued that there are other potential trade-of f s, where
GHG emissions from AV production is expected to be higher than internal combustion vehicles,
MINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
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but the lif ecycle costs have a lower net GHG cost to the environment.4 Thus, to maximize the
benef its and minimize the risks, these technological developments should be accompanied by a
holistic vision of vehicle lif e cycles,5 greater interoperability among transportation services, and
stronger policy support for shared and low-carbon mobility. 6
Recent literature emphasizes the potential energy and GHG impacts of vehicle automation and
technology-enabled on-demand mobility and of f ers detailed scenario analysis to estimate such
impacts. For example, researchers have estimated that AVs can result in up to an 80% energy-use
reduction and up to a 94% reduction in CO2 through various mechanisms, such as platooning
technologies, more ef f icient routing, more eco-f riendly acceleration/braking, vehicle design,
alternative f uel use, more ef f icient traf f ic f low, reduced parking needs, light-weight or ef f icient
vehicles, and real-time or dynamic ridesharing. 7 On-demand mobility technology has already
shown promise of reducing GHG emissions. For example, empirical studies have shown that ondemand mobility can signif icantly reduce emissions compared to traditional taxis, which have
emissions of up to 1.4 times higher compared to on-demand mobility. 8 However, such emission
reductions are not assured, and outcomes depend on how automation and on-demand mobility
might impact travel behavior, vehicle operations, vehicle design, and the entire transportation
system. Ironically, VMT and fuel consumption might significantly increase if the energy efficiency
benefits of AVs are not realized. 9 Also, if people can convert their commuting time to productive
time, then they may choose to live f urther f rom high job concentration areas where housing is
expensive. This could potentially increase VMT and GHG emissions. Therefore, it is critical to
seize the energy and emissions mitigation opportunities of these technologies and minimize the
risk of counterproductive outcomes through long-range policies and plans that of f er a
comprehensive vision of future mobility.

1.2 The Role for Climate Action Plans
CAPs are strategic documents that propose a comprehensive agenda to reduce GHG emissions
and help communities adapt to the adverse impacts of climate change. The main question that
these plans focus on is how cities can thrive in an environmentally and socially responsible way in
a world threatened by climate change. CAPs typically include a list of strategies to mitigate GHG
emissions f rom various sources, such as: transportation and land-use; energy supply; energy
demand in residential, commercial and industrial buildings; agriculture; forestry; and waste. For
example, constructing new and improved bicycle paths is a common strategy to reduce emissions
from the transportation sector. CAPs may also offer several adaptation strategies that are designed
to boost the ability of communities to withstand and recover from adverse climate impacts.
Local CAPs are in an ideal position to help unlock the environmental and mobility equity promises
of AVs and on-demand mobility. CAPs can incorporate strategies to ensure that the GHG
emissions reduction potential of AVs and on-demand mobility are realized. Also, understanding
the extent to which the benefits of AVs and on-demand mobility align with CAP goals can help
cities develop a better response to climate change while achieving other co-benefits, such as better
MINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
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connectivity, improved mobility f or all, and walkability. Additionally, local CAPs increasingly
focus on enhancing social equity locally while also contributing to global climate justice through
the mitigation of GHGs.10 As such, the potential mobility equity benefits of AVs and on-demand
mobility are highly relevant to CAP goals.
Of the four basic approaches to reduce transportation GHGs (vehicle technology, fuel technology,
vehicle and systems operations, and travel activity),11 local CAPs have mostly focused on the latter
two, since the first two are heavily influenced by federal and state policy and funding. 12 However,
recent advancements in vehicle technology and specially automation can dramatically impact travel
activity. This makes vehicle technology strategies much more relevant to local CAPs. Because
these technologies are relatively new and progressing rapidly, we anticipated that most local CAPs
would lag behind in incorporating AVs and on-demand mobility. Thus, this research helps identify
untapped opportunities in our current generation of local CAPs which can be used f or f uture
updates of these plans.
Despite the signif icance of incorporating potential impacts of AVs and on-demand mobility in
CAPs, it is unclear how these plans can benefit from such emissions reduction impacts. A review
of long-range transportation plans revealed that uncertainties involved in these new technologies
and their impacts on investment decisions have resulted in an elimination of AV discussions in
virtually all long-range transportation plans.13 On the other hand, to meet California’s long-term
GHG emissions reduction goal (i.e., 80% below 1990 levels by 2050), it is crucial to combine
technological advancements and policy packages to mitigate emissions from transportation—the
largest source of overall GHGs. This research addresses this gap in the literature by identifying
ways to incorporate potential impacts of AVs and on-demand mobility into local CAPs.

1.3 Research Objectives
The main objectives of this report are threefold:
(1) Identif y potential environmental as well as social benef its and risks of AVs and ondemand mobility through a thorough analysis of current literature:
Our assessment of the current literature uncovered potential opportunities and threats that
may arise due to the adoption of AVs and on-demand mobility that would help—or
hinder—local governments to achieve their GHG emissions reduction and social equity
goals.
(2) Examine the extent to which municipal planning efforts in California have considered
potential benefits and risks of AVs and on-demand mobility:
A systematic content analysis of municipal CAPs and general plans was conducted in order
to understand what efforts are currently being taken by municipalities in California to seize
MINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
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the potential GHG emissions reductions and social benef its of AVs and on-demand
mobility.
(3) Develop innovative planning approaches and policy interventions to ensure that AVs
and on-demand mobility help communities achieve GHG emissions reduction and other
potential social benefits from these technologies:
Reaching Calif ornia’s ambitious GHG emissions reduction target requires a better
understanding of how technological and policy approaches can be combined f or better
results. By analyzing local CAPs and general plans as well as the literature, the research
team developed innovative approaches that can be used by cities across the nation and
beyond.

1.4 Overview of the Report
Chapter II offers a thorough analysis and synthesis of current literature on on-demand mobility
and AVs. Because the literature on environmental and social impacts of AVs frequently overlaps
with that of on-demand mobility, a combined analysis of both literatures has been provided.
Chapter III offers a detailed explanation of the methods followed to analyze CAPs and general
plans from 23 California cities, and describes findings from the analysis of CAPs and general plans
respectively. Chapter IV concludes the report with a summary of key findings, a discussion of the
policy implications that flow from those findings, and an assessment of the study limitations paired
with suggestions for future research.
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II. Literature Review and Synthesis
This chapter presents f indings f rom a review of research into the extent to which AVs and ondemand mobility may help—or hinder—local governments to achieve their GHG reduction and
social equity goals.
To identif y the relevant literature, we thoroughly searched databases and websites that capture
both academic and prof essional material, including peer-reviewed articles, book chapters,
dissertations, conf erence proceedings, white papers, and prof essional reports. Specif ic databases
and websites consulted include Web of Science, ScienceDirect, TRID, Google Scholar,
ABI/INFORM, Ingenta, JSTOR Journals and Books, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses,
Shared-use Mobility Center, Innovative Mobility Research, and The Nexus Clearinghouse
(University of Oregon).
The team used a variety of keyword search terms and combinations of these keywords to identify
the relevant literature, including: autonomous vehicles (AV), shared autonomous vehicles (SAV),
shared mobility, ride-hailing, transportation network companies (TNC), car-sharing, ridesharing, carpooling, vanpooling, low-carbon mobility, on-demand mobility, intelligent
transportation systems, AVs and equity, AVs and social impact, AVs and emissions, AVs and
projection, AVs and climate action planning, etc. This process resulted in 75 relevant materials to
review.
The 75 relevant documents identified were systematically coded according to themes developed
through a mix of inductive and deductive analysis. One set of codes related to the theme of the
specific categories of AVs and on-demand mobility mentioned in the documents. For example,
some materials primarily f ocused on AVs, whereas others emphasized on-demand or shared
mobility. A second group of codes related to the benef its and risks of deploying AVs and ondemand mobility. A third set of codes related to the theme of determinants of environmental and
social risks and benefits associated with AVs and on-demand mobility.
Chapter II is organized into three sections. The next section focuses on common concepts or terms
used to describe AV and on-demand mobility services. The second section discusses overall
f indings about the predicted type and range of impacts. The third section presents f our major
findings about the policy choices that are most likely necessary if communities are to realize the
potential benefits and minimize the negative outcomes of AVs and on-demand mobility.
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2.1 Concepts of Autonomous Vehicle and On-Demand Mobility Services
During the analysis of the literature, the research team identif ied 12 terms regularly used to
describe specific types of AV services and on-demand mobility. These terms were used as keywords
to search for relevant literature as well as to guide the content analysis of CAPs and general plans.
Some of the terms explained below are directly related to AVs and app-enabled on-demand
mobility, such as shared autonomous vehicles (SAVs); others are broader, such as carsharing.
These 12 terms were later used to identif y categories in CAPs and general plans that were
appropriate for adding measures to improve the environmental and equity benefits of AVs and ondemand mobility. For example, programs to encourage carsharing can be used to boost the
desirability and popularity of SAVs. Hence, the inclusion of these broader concepts in this report
is justified.
It is important to note that the 12 terms, described below, are not mutually exclusive. Instead,
many of these concepts are closely related or overlap. For example, transportation network
companies (TNCs) provide ride-hailing services, and SAVs are of ten compared to a driverless
Uber ride. The identification and inclusion of these terms are key to capturing relevant information
both in the literature and in the CAPs and general plans. It is not uncommon f or the plans or
scholarly articles to discuss one or more of these concepts or use them interchangeably.
The 12 terms for the concepts of AVs and on-demand mobility are reflected in items (1) through
(12) below.
(1) Connected and Autonomous Vehicles
Any vehicle that involves some level of technology to automate the act of human driving is
considered an autonomous vehicle (AV). Since technology that allows vehicles to connect to other
vehicles on the road is rapidly increasing, it is widely assumed that all AVs will also be connected
vehicles, thereby improving the safety advantage of AV driven vehicles.
The SAE levels of driving automation (as shown in Figure 1) def ine the six levels of driving
automation, from no automation to full automation. Figure 1 describes the stages by which vehicles
will move towards complete automation. Policies that are being developed around AVs do not
typically deal with levels 0–2 on the SAE scale, but rather 3–5, i.e., the instances in which the car
is driving itself . The Tesla autopilot f eature is a level 3 AV when engaged, but typically only
operates on highways; thus, many cities do not have policies specifically centered on those Tesla
vehicles. When level 5 automation is reached, we expect to have “the greatest potential to impact
shared modes and pooled services” which will yield the most GHG emission reduction benefits.14
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Figure 1. SAE Levels of Driving Automation (SAE International 2018)

Connected vehicles are able to communicate with each other and infrastructure in different ways.
These include:
•

V2I, Vehicle to Infrastructure

•

V2V, Vehicle to Vehicle

•

V2C, Vehicle to Cloud

•

V2P, Vehicle to Pedestrian

•

V2X, Vehicle to Everything.15

(2) Shared Autonomous Vehicles
A shared AV is often compared to what Uber Pool as a service offers us today, a ride in a car with
other people we do not know but are all headed in a similar direction—except, in the case of the
SAV, there is no driver.
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(3) Mobility as a Service (MaaS)
According to Urbanism Next, “Mobility as a service (MaaS) is a term used to describe both the
idea that we purchase transportation as rides rather than as commodities—such as owning our own
cars—as well as the online platforms that combine these ride options into a singular experience.” 16
This means that public transportation and Uber are both considered MaaS providers. Lime or Bird
scooters would also be considered MaaS providers. Sochor et al.’s typology helps to demonstrate
the depth of integration across levels 0–4, in which 0 indicates no integration, 1 means integration
of information, 2 involves integration of booking and payment, 3 involves integration of the service
of f er, including contracts and responsibilities, and 4 includes integration of societal goals.17 A
Google Map that shows bus routes and times would be considered level 1, as would Uber’s
integration of Denver Regional Transit’s bus and train costs and routes in the Uber app. While
first- and last-mile integration of ride-hailing into public transit systems would likely be considered
a level 3 under most circumstances.18
(4) Shared Mobility or Shared-Use Mobility
Shared mobility is a broad term used to describe vehicles or travel devices that users rent for shortterm use. A diverse set of modes are shared, including private vehicles, bicycles, and electric
scooters.
(5) Transportation Network Companies (TNCs)
TNCs are companies like Uber and Lyft that utilize an online application to provide an arranged
transportation service for a fee by connecting passengers with drivers or car owners. Unlike a taxi
service that can be hailed on a street without the use of a mobile app, passengers that wish to order
a ride of f ered by a TNC should have access to the online application (f or example, through a
mobile app). TNCs typically use dynamic pricing models which means that prices f or the same
route might vary depending on supply and demand for rides at the time and location it is requested.
(6) Ride-Hailing (also called ride-sourcing or e-hailing)
Ride-hailing services, such as transportation services of f ered by TNCs, are not the same as
traditional carpooling/ridesharing. Ride-hailing services are often used by individual riders or by
groups of passengers that were already traveling together. Currently, many TNCs of f er pooled
ride-hailing, which can be considered true ridesharing. 19 UberPool is the commercial service
provided by Uber that fits this model of pooled ride-hailing.
(7) Car-Sharing
“Carsharing is an automobile-rental service intended as a substitute for private-vehicle ownership.
Carsharing emphasizes affordability and convenience. Vehicles are located near residences, rented
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by the hour, and require minimal effort to check in and check out.”20 The most popular carsharing
service in the United States is ZipCar, though other firms, including car rental giants such as Hertz
and Enterprise, also offer carsharing services in select cities. Car-sharing services also provide inneighborhood car rentals. These services, Zipcar and Getaround being two examples, allow users
to pick up the vehicles nearby and drop them at the same or different location without going to a
rental counter.
(8) Mobility on Demand/On-Demand Mobility
The term mobility on demand is a broader term to describe a number of new innovative ways in
which people are using transportation today. This term is multi-modal in nature and may include
a vehicle, bicycle, scooter, or any other transportation mode on an as-needed basis. Lyf t, f or
example, now allows users to reserve bikes or scooters, as well as book a ride-hailing trip, all from
the same online platform or app. In some cities, the app can also be used to book and pay for public
transit trips.21
(9) Ride-Sharing
Ride-sharing includes the more traditional f orms of sharing rides, such as carpooling or
vanpooling. By definition, ridesharing is a way to increase or ideally maximize vehicle occupancy
by allowing additional riders to join an existing trip. 22 By contrast, a single passenger that orders
an Uber ride is generating a new trip without necessarily sharing the ride with other passengers
that are headed in a similar direction.
(10) Carpooling
Carpooling is “pre-arranged groups of people traveling from similar origins along similar routes or
to similar destinations.” 23
(11) Vanpooling
Vanpooling is described as “a group of five or more who share their commute in a van, either run
by a private company or a local transit agency. The van takes you from a prearranged meeting place
to work, school or other destinations.”24
(12) Microtransit
Microtransit refers to private multi-passenger transportation services, such as Bridj, Chariot, Split,
and Via, that utilize dynamically-generated routes and typically expect riders to get to pick-up or
drop-off locations on their own. Microtransit vehicles can be larger SUVs, vans, or shuttle buses.25
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2.2 Summary of Findings about the Predicted Type and Range of Impacts
Overall, slightly more than half of the articles found by the research team focused on AVs or SAVs.
One-quarter of the articles dealt with ride-sharing, carpooling, and vanpooling. About one-third
of these articles address ride-hailing or transportation network companies (TNCs). And slightly
more than a tenth of these articles address car-sharing programs. The literature in new mobility
and autonomous vehicles is rapidly evolving, and consequently the current search of the literature
is just a snapshot in time.
To predict the environmental and social benef its and/or risks of AVs and on-demand mobility,
most scholars utilized computer simulations and statistical or GIS modeling. While computer
simulations and statistical models are appropriate techniques to analyze various scenarios, the range
of potential outcomes is highly sensitive to the assumptions that are used in the model. For
example, the GHG emissions outcomes (as well as social impacts) of AVs that are shared and
electric would be very different from privately-owned AVs that are not energy efficient. This can
result in vastly different projections for the environmental as well as social impacts of AVs and ondemand mobility. Nevertheless, by comparing these assumptions, one can develop a list of factors
that are important f or realizing the environmental and social benef its of AVs and on-demand
mobility. The four major findings presented in the last section of this chapter are a result of such
analysis.
Table 1 shows the wide range of GHG emissions and social equity impacts of AVs and on-demand
or shared mobility as predicted in the literature.
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Table 1. Summary Assessment of GHG Emissions and Social Changes from the Literature
Shared
Autonomous
Vehicles (SAVs)

GHG Emissions

Increase in GHG as high as a 35% (Stogios et al.
2019) if not shared or empty (Zhang et al. 2018).
SAVs may decrease GHG by 40% (Tirachini 2019)
to up to 97% (Axsen and Sovacool 2019). Much of
GHG reductions will come from fleet
electrification (60% reduction), and up to 87%
when also include power source, ridesharing, vehicle
life, and computing power (Gawron et al. 2019).

Transportation
Network
Companies (TNCs)
and Ride-Hailing

Car-Sharing

Lower GHG in part by having more “owners” for
each car. Cars are closer to users than traditional car
rentals, thus less GHG intensive to obtain.
Carshare also tends to be complementary with
active and public transit, thus encourages lowerGHG emitting transportation.

Ride-Sharing
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Social Equity

Methods

May increase exposure to advertising by
corporate ownership of transportation fleet,
and decrease pleasure in transit (Ferdman
2020). Without proactive planning, SAVs
may diminish the sustainability of public
transportation (Creger et al. 2019).

Primarily
computer
simulations and
statistical
modeling.

Electrification will have a faster payback of
higher vehicle cost for TNC drivers than for
EVs that are just for personal use—up to 2 to
3 times faster (Pavlenko 2019). TNCs can
provide access to transportation options in
areas without adequate public transit or taxi
coverage (Brown, 2019).

GIS and
statistical
modeling.

May not flourish in areas that are not dense
(Shaheen et al. 2012). Per mile cost is higher
than owning a car—up to five times higher
and three times higher than public transit
(Litman 2000). Yet, carshare allows for
scalable ‘ownership’ of a car, thus providing
private travel to people who otherwise would
not be able to afford a vehicle.
Social change will be required for higher
uptake of shared rides beyond traditional
carpooling and vanpooling. Success of
UberPool and similar services hints at how
this change may happen—and could reduce
vehicle traffic hours by 22%, and
consequently reduce GHG (Tirachini 2019).

Source(s)

Brown et al. 2014; Morrow et
al. 2014; National Research
Council, 2013; Kopelias et al.
2020; Urban Land Institute
2009; Gawron et al. 2019;
Stogios et al. 2019; Zhang et
al. 2018; Tirachini 2019;
Creger et al. 2019; Ferdman
2020.
Pavlenko 2019; Brown 2019.

Shaheen et al. 2012; Litman
2000.

Statistical
analysis and
modeling.

Tirachini 2019.
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2.3 A Synthesis of Major Findings from the Literature
A synthesis of the literature yielded four major findings related to policy choices that should be
considered to harness the GHG emissions reduction and social benefits of AVs and on-demand
mobility. A more detailed policy recommendations toolkit is offered in Chapter IV, which is based
on f indings f rom all phases of this research. Findings f rom the analysis and synthesis of the
literature are the following:
•

To ensure significant GHG emissions reduction, AVs should be shared and electric.

An analysis of the current literature on AVs reveals that many factors can contribute to their overall
GHG emissions impact. Typically, the literatures cites three types of factors impacting the GHG
emissions contributions of AVs: (1) factors related to the technology, functionality and efficiency
of AVs (e.g., vehicle electrification, fuel efficiency, size, connectedness, etc.); (2) factors related to
the use and ownership of AVs (e.g., shared vs. single occupant; publicly-owned vs. privately-owned
vehicles); and (3) f actors related to access, distribution, and convenience of use of AVs across
geography and for various population groups (e.g., wide or limited distribution of AVs in urban
and suburban areas). Consequently, analysts have developed an extremely wide range of expected
GHG emissions outcomes because of the uncertainty surrounding AVs. As an example,
Greenblatt and Shaheen’s (2015) report estimate of AV energy use and GHG emissions ranges
f rom an 80 percent or greater decrease to a threef old increase. 26 A transition to electric f rom
internal combustion engines is expected to yield a lif ecycle GHG emission reduction of 10–24
percent prior to AV adoption.27 In a lif ecycle analysis of a shared AV taxi f leet, Gawron et al.
estimated that the bulk of GHG reductions will come f rom electrification of the f leet—a 60
percent GHG emissions reduction from electrification, and up to 87 percent when power source,
ridesharing, vehicle life, and computing power are included. 28
The f uel economy of AVs, while expected to be better than human drivers, has substantial
uncertainty, which means the associated GHG reductions are also uncertain. 29 The programmed
driving behavior of the AVs (aggressive versus conservative) could also predict the GHG
reductions that we would expect. A more aggressively driving AV (one that drives closer to the
vehicle in f ront of it) is expected to reduce GHG by 26 percent on highways, while more
conservatively programmed AVs could actually increase emissions by 35 percent.30 It should be
noted that the penetration rate of AVs into the overall fleet of vehicles on the roadway is partly
dependent on how aggressive AVs will be able to drive, as human drivers are not predictable nor
always connected (CV) to other vehicles on the roadway. A penetration rate of 75 percent or
greater is expected to be needed for some benefits of connected autonomous vehicle (CAV) on the
roadway to materialize. 31 Consequently, some argue that we will not see any substantive changes
in GHG from AVs alone in the short or medium term. 32
Another key f actor contributing to the potential climate impact of AVs is whether self -driving
vehicles would help shift transportation choices from an owned asset to a shared “service used on
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demand.” 33 Some have argued that AVs can remove many of the current carsharing barriers, such
as the need to travel to access available vehicles. 34 On the other hand, it is possible that only a small
percentage of households will consider reducing the number of vehicles they own due to their
overlapping trip schedules, and VMT could increase in metropolitan areas due to the mobility of
unoccupied privately-owned AVs. 35 While uncertainty in these issues exist, many scholars believe
that the proliferation of ride-hailing services in recent years is a sign that AVs and on-demand
mobility can be successfully combined.36 VMT has the potential to decrease “up to 24% compared
to the human-driven vehicle baseline when dynamic ride-sharing was included” in the AV future,
though VMT could increase “by 8–71% with no ride-share.” 37 Using a f ull-scale deployment
model—one in which all VMT is shared—it was estimated that GHG emissions could be reduced
by 40–50 percent, and reduce parking demand by 95 percent.38
Today’s luxury vehicles are already using technology to connect to other vehicles and infrastructure.
It is expected that this technology will spread rapidly with the deployment of 5G wireless
technology. A connected vehicle (CV) is able to communicate hazards and roadway conditions to
other vehicles, amongst other things. It is widely assumed that all AVs will also be connected
vehicles, thereby improving the safety advantage of AV driven vehicles. It is not assumed, however,
that all AVs will be shared vehicles—though given the cost these vehicles will have, many are
estimating that more people will opt not to own their own AV.
Vehicle electrification—and by extension, the energy makeup of electricity supply—are other key
factors affecting the GHG emissions of AVs. Many scholars have argued that ensuring significant
GHG emissions reduction from the adoption of AVs and on-demand mobility will require that
these vehicles not only be shared but also electric,39 or at least much more fuel efficient.40 Pavlenko
found that the payback period for the purchase and use of electric vehicles is faster, two to three
times faster, in fact, for ride-hailing drivers than typical private EV owners. Thus, this group of
drivers could be further incentivized to purchase and use EVs.41 One of the biggest barriers to EV
adoption broadly, and specif ically to ride-hailing drivers, is an insuf f iciently robust charging
network for EVs. Bauer et al. have demonstrated that small investments could make EVs more
cost effective than internal combustion engines for ride-hailing. 42 Others are suggesting that once
transportation is electrif ied, our next step in reducing transportation emissions should f ocus on
decarbonization of the electricity supply.43 Consequently, we cannot simply think about AVs and
their electrif ication in isolation, but rather as part of a larger network, regardless of how much
VMT increases or decreases. 44
Additionally, Shared Autonomous Vehicle (SAVs) that are also electric can further reduce GHG
emissions through several advanced technologies. For example, Jones and Leib’s energy system
optimization model shows that SAVs can reduce GHG emissions through advanced technologies
that help them drive more efficiently and avoid traffic, and also charge in alignment with renewable
power output. 45 Also, Taiebat et al.’s comprehensive review suggests that CAVs can yield higher
energy ef f iciency through a variety of technology-enabled f eatures, such as optimizing driving
cycle, platooning, minimizing idling time, reducing cold starts, reducing speed fluctuations, selfMINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
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parking, and eco-routing. 46 As the share of vehicles on the road that are CAVs increases, we can
expect greater reductions in GHG emissions because of improved end-to-end dynamic routing of
the vehicles.47 In a CAV energy savings study by Tu et al., the authors did not f ind statistical
differences between electric CAV and human-driven electric connected vehicle—though both had
signif icantly better energy use than internal combustion engines. Furthermore, inf ormation
systems and technologies that f acilitate efficient “multi-hop” ridesharing can increase ride
availability while simultaneously reducing congestion and emissions.48 A study of Lisbon, Portugal
shows that SAVs could result in “97% fewer vehicles, 95% less parking space, 37% fewer vehicle
km, and much lower operating costs.”49
Since AVs are designed to eventually offer safer and more convenient mobility,50 it is very likely
that a wide adoption of self-driving technologies will result in increased VMT by allowing nondrivers, seniors, and people with medical conditions to travel by car while reducing the time cost
of travel.51 Kopelias et al. found that the improved safety from AV driven vehicles may allow for
removing some physical saf ety f eatures f rom vehicles that add substantial weight to vehicles. 52
These changes have the potential to improve efficiency, and lower GHG emissions. Additionally,
unoccupied privately-owned AVs will likely induce more VMT. 53 Lastly, VMT might increase,
if the convenience and accessibility offered by AVs discourage people from taking public transit.54
As a result, GHG emissions might increase despite energy efficiency benefits of AVs.
•

The potential benef its of AVs and on-demand mobility will not be realized without
proactive and progressive planning.

An analysis of the literature suggests that the relationship between AVs and shared mobility and
change of mobility pref erences is simultaneous and self -reinf orcing. Change in mobility
pref erences that involves placing a higher value f or shared mobility (as opposed to individual
mobility) can boost use of SAVs and on-demand mobility, and higher levels of adoption of such
technologies can result in the overall desirability of shared mobility options. The literature offers
some evidence that the desirable outcomes of AVs and shared and technology-enabled on-demand
mobility will not be earned without change in mobility pref erences. For example, through an
analysis of low-carbon mobility patterns and an extensive literature review, Thomopoulos and
Givoni concluded that the environmental and mobility benef its of AVs will only be realized if
technological advancements are coupled with change of mobility pref erences, where individuals
prefer shared and public over individual and private. 55 Yet, some argue that increased adoption of
AVs, shared and on-demand mobility options will also contribute to such a shif t in mobility
preferences. As an example, Lane’s (2005) first-year evaluation of “PhillyCarShare” initiative offers
evidence of reduced vehicle ownership and change in mobility pref erences as a result of the
program. 56 It should also be noted that public transportation can be competitive with shared
mobility in its current f orm (e.g., UberPool) based on time-to-destination if passengers do not
have to transfer or walk long distances to stops. This is an encouraging finding for splitting trips
across modes to make the entire experience seamless. 57 Splitting trips has been estimated in one
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instance of being able to reduce vehicle hours of traf f ic by 22 percent, thus reducing GHG
emissions.
While AVs may free up time for leisure, Pudāne et al. found that this may create pressures or a
sense of obligation to get more done during time that was once allocated for transportation.58 The
corporate ownership of f leets, however, may hijack riders’ time, eroding benef its gained by not
navigating, by “harvesting [riders] attention through digital content, and repurposing it f or
f inancial gain”—thus riders will be watching advertising and be distracted f rom leveraging the
newly gained time. This corporate ownership has the potential to reduce or eliminate the direct
cost for riders because they are being subject to advertisement while riding, which could induce
VMT, increase congestion, and result in increases in GHG emissions. This could be f urther
exacerbated if the revenue model f or corporate ownership is driven by ad revenue, which could
result in AV driving patterns being maximized to increase the riders “exposure time to tailored
content” rather than routing for the shortest trip.59
Overall, the literature offers reasons to believe that a positive social change favoring shared mobility
is happening—regardless of whether or not it can be attributed to greater availability and popularity
of technology-enabled shared mobility options. Cohen and Shaheen argue that the current
economic, environmental, and social trends have contributed to the rapid growth of “shared
economy,” a term that would not make much sense to most until just a few years ago; yet, “shared
economy” is now modifying how people travel.60 Shaheen, Mallery, and Kingsley claim that the
current “collaborative consumption” patterns contribute to the development of new patterns of
shared mobility, such as personal vehicle sharing (or peer-to-peer sharing) that appears to be
amenable to lower density areas, where traditional carsharing is unlikely to flourish.61 Indeed, an
economic model that values access and sharing as opposed to ownership provides impetus f or
optimism that AV and on-demand mobility technologies can also be utilized to provide equitable
access to mobility without increasing VMT. And unlike taxi services, ride-hailing has been shown
to provide access to transportation across all socio-economic groups. Brown found that in transitpoor neighborhoods, where the only options may be private vehicles, providers such as Lyft were
providing service but taxis were not.62
Nevertheless, there is compelling evidence in the literature that without careful planning, all the
optimism about the environmental and social benefits of AVs and on-demand mobility can vanish
quickly. Numerous articles stress the importance of crafting policy measures and developing plans
and strategies to ensure that AV and on-demand mobility technologies are effectively utilized to
maximize the potential benef its and minimize the risk of counterproductive mobility,
environmental, or societal outcomes. A policy brief published by the Institute of Transportation
Studies at UC Davis identifies several “science-based policies” to ensure that AVs would be shared,
energy efficient, safe and equitable and would not replace or discourage transit use or exacerbate
congestion.63
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To ensure that our “driverless future” serves the public interest without harming the environment,
action should likely be taken at various levels ranging from companies that design and manufacture
AVs to the federal government. The literature offers examples of various types of actions that can
be taken at different levels. For example, Hand argues that SAVs create an opportunity to “rethink”
the way our cities have been designed through various strategies, such as eliminating parking lots,
optimizing the accessibility of our communities, and building better quality streets that are
designed to move people not vehicles.64 Friedman as well as Nyczepir share examples of state
governments and municipalities respectively that are embracing the possible benef its of AVs by
working with automobile manufacturers, tech companies, and residents.65
•

To enhance mobility without increased VMT, AVs and on-demand shared mobility
should augment and complement public transportation rather than replace it altogether.

One major subject explored by the literature is how AVs and on-demand mobility will impact
mobility patterns and specif ically the use and ef f iciency of public transportation. Interestingly,
scholars do not yet agree on whether AVs and on-demand mobility options pose an “existential
threat,” 66 disturb the operations, 67 or are “key” to the f uture success of public transportation.68
Major reasons offered for why these technologies can potentially make public transportation (and
especially commuter rail) “obsolete”69 or otherwise disrupted include the falling cost70 (especially
due to effective ridesharing or ride-matching capabilities) and/or the comfort and convenience of
these technologies. 71 Nevertheless, most scholars would argue that despite potential challenges,
AVs and on-demand mobility options can of f er opportunities to enhance mobility (without
necessarily increasing VMT) especially when combined effectively with public transportation.
To enhance mobility, AVs and on-demand shared mobility should augment and complement
transit rather than replace it altogether. Yet, “smart policies” and “the right price signals” are likely
required to ensure success. 72 Evidence suggests that a small but considerable percentage of trips
offered by ride-hailing end at transit stations,73 and a significant percentage of ride-hailing trips
occur between 10:00 PM and 4:00 AM, when transit services are likely to be unavailable. 74 One
strategy is to develop an eff ective collaboration between transit agencies or other public entities
and the ride-hailing companies to ensure that these on-demand mobility services fill the gaps in
the public transportation system and that the benefits are shared equitably. 75 For example, ridehailing discount programs for the low-income or otherwise transit-dependent individuals can help
connect them to transit ef f ectively and conveniently.76 In addition to strategies that encourage
ridesharing or the use of services that connect individuals to transit stations, pricing mechanisms
can be used to alleviate traf f ic congestion that is exacerbated by ride-hailing in downtowns or
otherwise dense urban areas with sufficient public transportation services.77
Additionally, shared active transportation modes (such as bikes and scooters) may also of f er
opportunities to augment public transportation while reducing GHG emissions. Sudmant et al.
found GHG “emissions equivalent to removing approximately 9,000 vehicles off Shanghai streets
are estimated to have been saved” through that city’s bikeshare program. 78 Nevertheless, shared
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active transportation modes are not considered viable first- and last-mile options f or all transit
riders. Therefore, a combination of first- and last-mile alternatives should be offered to ensure that
the mobility needs of all populations are met.
•

The equitable distribution of AVs and on-demand mobility is crucial as a standalone goal
but does not guarantee reduced GHG emissions.

The literature offers various scenarios and predictions about the first and/or major beneficiaries of
AV and dynamic ridesharing technologies. A 2017 report published by the Victoria Transport
Policy Institute indicates that “af f luent non-drivers” would likely be the f irst group gaining
“independent mobility” due to AVs.79 Others argue that young individuals are more likely to use
AVs 80 and SAVs. 81 Additionally, several other factors will likely impact individuals’ willingness or
access to utilize AVs and dynamic ridesharing technologies, such as living in an urban area, current
driving habits and travel patterns, and even home ownership. For example, the results of a random
survey conducted for the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) suggests that younger
individuals living in urban areas that rent their home and typically drive little are the most open to
adopting AV technology.82 The results of another survey research indicate that younger
populations and individuals whose travel patterns are typically multimodal are more likely to use
SAVs; yet, several service attributes, such as travel cost, travel and waiting time, might be key
determinants of the use and acceptance of both SAVs and dynamic ridesharing technologies.83
Wide and equitable distribution of AVs and on-demand mobility services can improve mobility
through several mechanisms. For example, the Center for American Progress,84 as well as others,
argue that ride-hailing can improve access to jobs, services, and amenities f or disadvantaged
populations by f illing the geographic gap in public transportation services. 85 In a number of
communities in Calif ornia where bus service was canceled due to low ridership, of f icials are
providing discounts for people to use ride-hailing services. 86 Additionally, several scholars observe
that AVs and on-demand mobility services can improve independence and quality of life for people
with disabilities and the elderly. 87
Nevertheless, the equitable distribution of AVs and on-demand mobility services does not
guarantee stable or reduced VMT or reductions in GHG emissions. In f act, Harper et al. f ind
potentially substantial increases in VMT in a driverless future due to an increase in the mobility of
seniors, non-drivers, and individuals with medical conditions.88 A 2019 report published by the
Greenlining Institute argues that without “proactive regulations” simultaneously supporting both
sustainability and equity, AVs would likely exacerbate traf f ic congestion, make public
transportation less viable, and increase emissions.89
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III. The CAP and General Plan Analysis
This chapter includes three major sections. The first section offers a detailed explanation of the
methods followed to analyze CAPs and general plans from 23 Californian cities. The second and
third sections describe findings from the analysis of CAPs and general plans, respectively.

3.1 Methods
Case Study Selection
The research team analyzed 23 Californian cities that are in more advanced stages of climate action
planning. We chose these cities for special focus because, as the early actors in climate planning,
they are the ones most likely to have thought through and experienced the challenges of reducing
transportation emissions significantly. Thus, these cities are likely to have searched for new and
innovative ways of successfully tackling GHGs from transportation.
These case studies were identif ied using a publicly available dataset produced by ICLEI-Local
Governments for Sustainability, a global network of local governments dedicated to sustainability
and climate action. ICLEI offers a systematic framework for climate planning that involves five
major milestones, ranging from preparing a GHG emissions inventory to plan implementation,
monitoring, and evaluation. 90 From this dataset, we selected the 23 municipalities that in 2009
had reached at least the third milestone, developing a CAP. Our analysis of plans focused primarily
on the latest versions of CAPs. If the city only updated parts of the CAP or referred to a previous
version of the CAP, we reviewed both plans carefully. Table 2 shows the list of selected cities that
have adopted a CAP since 2009 or earlier.
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Table 2. List of Municipalities
City

Population

Region of CA

County

American Canyon

20,359

Northern

Napa

Arcata

18,257

Northern

Humboldt

121,643

Northern

Alameda

12,104

Northern

Alameda

Fremont

237,807

Northern

Alameda

Hayward

159,620

Northern

Alameda

Los Angeles

3,990,456

Southern

Los Angeles

Menlo Park

34,549

Northern

San Mateo

Napa

79,263

Northern

Napa

Novato

55,655

Northern

Marin

Oakland

429,082

Northern

Alameda

Palo Alto

66,666

Northern

Santa Clara

Rohnert Park

43,753

Northern

Sonoma

Saint Helena

6,152

Northern

Napa

1,425,976

Southern

San Diego

883,305

Northern

San Francisco

1,030,119

Northern

Santa Clara

San Rafael

58,704

Northern

Marin

Santa Cruz

64,725

Northern

Santa Cruz

Santa Monica

91,411

Southern

Los Angeles

177,586

Northern

Sonoma

Windsor

27,849

Northern

Sonoma

Yountville

2,982

Northern

Napa

Berkeley
Emeryville

San Diego
San Francisco
San José

Santa Rosa

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Climate Action Plans (CAPs) and General Plans
We chose to analyze both the CAP and general plan f or each city, as these plans are of ten
interrelated. CAPs are, as described above, strategic documents developed specifically to mitigate
GHG emissions and build resilient communities. CAPs may provide detailed policy measures and
implementation mechanisms to reduce GHGs from different sources, including transportation, or
may simply of f er visionary guidelines f or f uture development of relevant policies and programs.
On the other hand, general plans typically of f er a broad set of guidelines in the f orm of f uture
development goals as well as strategies to achieve those goals. Many cities have chosen to link their
CAPs and general plans to shape their f uture in the f ace of climate change and build resilient
communities.
Since CAPs and general plans typically work together to guide a city’s vision and f uture
development goals, it is important to look at both documents to fully understand whether a city is
explicitly and comprehensively planning for AVs and on-demand mobility as tools to reduce GHG
emissions. For instance, a city’s general plan might refer to strategies offered in the CAP to further
justify an action, or vice versa.
The Plan Analysis Process
To analyze the CAPs and their updates, four phases of analysis were employed. In Phase I, a
framework was developed to capture specific information about strategies to reduce transportation
emissions along with general information such as GHG emissions targets and baseline emissions
levels. To create this framework, the research team drew upon a review of the climate planning
literature and a sample of municipal CAPs. In Phase II, the research team pulled content f rom
planning documents and coded them using the framework developed in Phase I. Subsequently, in
Phase III, the research team coded content pulled in the second phase to identify TDM strategies
as well as transportation infrastructure measures that were relevant to shared and/or on-demand
mobility, ride-hailing, and AVs. Lastly, in Phase IV, findings from the content analysis of plans
were compared with findings from the literature in order to identify untapped opportunities and
possible risks of AVs and on-demand mobility.
Phase 1
For analysis of both CAPs and general plans, the research team created an analysis f ramework
including the following categories of municipal actions:
•

Strategies related to the physical transportation infrastructure, such as support for electric
and autonomous vehicles, car-sharing, anti-car-idling ordinances, etc.
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•

Land-use policies, such as transit oriented development, infill development, urban growth
boundaries, open space and f armland preservation, parking ref orm, urban f orests, port
policies, etc.

•

Transportation demand management (TDM) and related programs designed to encourage
less single-occupancy vehicle driving

•

Crosscutting issues and regional collaboration, such as implementing regional rail service
that expands infrastructure for active and public transit

•

“Other,” a category to capture innovative but uncommon strategies

After establishing the content of this analysis framework, the research team created a matrix with
each of the four primary categories (i.e., strategies related to physical transportation infrastructure,
land-use policies, TDM, crosscutting issues) and the “other category.” Sub-categories (e.g., “travel
demand management for employers,” “education and outreach,” and “incentives to lessen driving”)
were added to the matrix under the appropriate primary category heading, to facilitate the coding
processes in Phases II and III.
Phase 2
Utilizing the coding f ramework established in Phase I, two graduate research assistants worked
collaboratively to review planning documents and identif y text relevant to the f our categories
identified in our initial phase. After finding related text, the research assistants coded the text by
copying the text verbatim into our matrix under the appropriate category and sub-category.
Phase 3
After the text for each plan had been pulled and categorized using our analysis framework matrix,
the research team employed additional rounds of coding to mark 12 relevant categories of ondemand mobility and autonomous vehicles. The next step was to create two tables to synthesize
and present the findings from the analysis of CAPs and general plans. In these tables, the research
team put a checkmark next to a category only if the plan explicitly included a policy option, strategy
or program that involved the category. For example, if the CAP included a general policy measure
to encourage the use of shared mobility options, such as micro transit, but did not explicitly employ
a measure relevant to micro transit, a checkmark was placed next to the broader category only.
Similarly, if the CAP only recommended a specif ic pilot program to test the viability of micro
transit, the research team did not count that as a shared mobility strategy in the analysis table.
Also, if the CAP merely mentioned or included any of the relevant categories (e.g., by including a
f igure illustrating sustainable shared mobility options), but did not recommend an action item,
such as a policy measure, action strategy or programmatic intervention, the research team did not
count that as a relevant measure.
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Phase 4
Finally, the coded plans f rom all cities were analyzed again comprehensively to identif y general
themes in plan content, such as types of strategies CAPs or general plans recommended to utilize
opportunities offered by on-demand and shared mobility or AVs. Findings from content analysis
of plans were then compared with major findings from the literature review to identify untapped
opportunities and possible risks f rom the deployment of AVs and expansion of on-demand
mobility.

3.2 Findings from the CAP Analysis
Findings from the CAP analysis suggest that most cities are lagging behind to integrate AVs and
on-demand mobility as tools to achieve climate and equity objectives. As shown in Table 3, about
one-third contained no policy options related to on-demand mobility and AVs, and the others
typically included only a handful of relevant policies. More specif ically, out of the 23 CAPs
analyzed, seven did not include any policy options related to on-demand mobility and AVs.
Among the 16 CAPs that included relevant policy measures, nine had two or three measures, six
had four or five measures, and only one plan included seven measures.
Unsurprisingly, the more recent CAPs were more likely to include policy measures related to ondemand mobility and AVs. Among the seven CAPs that did not address on-demand mobility and
AVs, six were adopted in or before 2012, and one was developed in 2015. In contrast, the CAPs
that included five or more relevant policy measures were all adopted in or after 2016. San Rafael’s
plan that included a record of seven relevant policy measures was adopted in 2019. This finding
stresses the importance of regularly updating CAPs.
Although CAPs included different mixes of policy options, some categories were more commonly
mentioned than others. The most common type of relevant policy measures dealt with carpooling
and ride-sharing; nine and ten CAPs recommended a relevant measure, respectively. The next
most common options were car-sharing and vanpooling (each mentioned in seven plans) and
shared mobility (mentioned in six plans).
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Table 3. On-Demand Mobility and AV Measures in CAPs

Emeryville
Fremont

Hayward

Los Angeles
Menlo Park
Napa

Novato

Oakland

Palo Alto

Rohnert Park
Saint Helena
San Diego

San Francisco
San José

San Rafael

Santa Cruz

Santa Monica
Santa Rosa
Windsor

Yountville
TOTAL

TOTAL
Micro Transit

Vanpooling

Carpooling

Ride -Sharing

Car-Sharing

Ride-Hailing

2009

Transportation Network Companies

Berkeley

Arcata

Mobility on Demand

2012

Connected Vehicles

American Canyon

Mobility as a Service

Plan Date

Shared Mobility or Shared-Use Mobility

City

Shared Autonomous Vehicles

On-Demand Mobility & Autonomous Vehicle Categories

0

2006

0
✓

2016

✓

2012

✓

2009, 2015

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2012

✓

2009

2012, 2018

✓

2016

✓

3

✓

2

✓
✓

✓

3

✓

✓

2009

2007, 2019

✓

3
5
✓

✓

✓

✓

3
2

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

3

4
5

✓

2007

0

2009

0

2015

0

2004
2018

✓
✓

✓

2009, 2019

✓

✓

2013, 2019

✓

2

✓
✓
✓

✓

5

✓

✓

✓

✓

7

✓

2012

0

2012

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

5
4

2012

0

2016
4

6

3

0
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✓
5

2

5

7

✓
10

9

✓
7

3
1
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CAPs recommended a variety of types of actions to encourage ride-sharing (including carpooling
and vanpooling) and car-sharing. For example, many CAPs incorporated specif ic measures to
incentivize and/or educate city employees to benefit from these mobility options. In addition, or
as alternatives to programs designed f or city staf f , several CAPs recommended working with
employers (especially major employers) as well as transportation f unding agencies to incentivize
(or remove the disincentives of) these mobility options. Examples include: the City of Hayward’s
CAP, which recommends helping businesses (particularly large employers such as colleges and the
Hayward Unif ied School District) to develop and implement car-sharing programs; the City of
Oakland’s CAP, which recommends encouraging and assisting employers as well as transportation
funding agencies to offer support for a variety of mobility options that reduce the need for driving,
including but not limited to ride-sharing, car-sharing, carpooling and vanpooling; the City of
Santa Rosa’s CAP, which recommends working specifically with large employers to develop ridesharing programs, including carpool and vanpool alternatives; and Freemont’s CAP, which
recommends requiring employers to off er pref erential parking f or carpools. Additionally, CAPs
included measures that were meant to more broadly benef it the entire community and/or
disadvantaged groups. Examples include: Los Angeles’s integration of car-sharing services into the
first- and last-mile inf rastructure improvement program around transit stations; and Berkeley’s
action item of providing car share subsidies for low income residents.
The broader category of shared-mobility, which includes any transportation service that is shared
among users, ranging from public transportation and shuttle service to ride-sharing and scootersharing, was specifically mentioned in six CAPs. Examples of relevant shared-mobility programs
and policies include: Freemont’s “commuter shuttle service” program which connects business
districts to major transit stations; Menlo Park’s shuttle program that of f ers “around-town”
transportation; San Francisco’s “Hall of Justice Employee Shuttle” that provides close to 20,000
passenger-trips a year to and from the Civic Center Station; the City of Palo Alto’s policy measure
of increasing shared transportation ridership rates through a variety of programs; and the City of
San José’s partnerships with relevant organizations to collect and analyze data related to sharedmobility (to gain insights for better incorporation of shared-mobility options into the City’s CAP).
Mobility on demand and ride-hailing measures were each mentioned in five CAPs. The main goal
of mobility on-demand is to provide people with ef f icient transportation choices that f it their
unique needs and circumstances. Current technologies empower individuals to benefit from ondemand inf ormation, real-time data, and even predictive analysis to better meet their
transportation needs. As such, mobility on-demand and ride-hailing have been viewed by several
CAPs as an ef f ective way to alleviate the limitations of shared-mobility and alternative
transportation modes. For example, “guaranteed” or “emergency” ride home programs (that
guarantee participants using alternative transportation modes a ride home in case of unexpected
emergencies) as well as “on-demand shuttles” or “micro-transit” have been recommended by
several CAPs. Nevertheless, among the CAPs that stress the importance of mobility on demand,
only a few propose action items that specifically focus on the use of technology-enabled services.
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Examples include: Berkeley’s marketing and outreach efforts to promote the development of realtime or dynamic ride-matching; Palo Alto’s strategy of facilitating dynamic commute ride sharing
as well as promoting the use of various smartphone applications; and Santa Monica’s promotion
of “micro-transit,” which the City def ines as technology-enabled private shuttle services with
dynamic routes (rather than fixed routes) and stop locations (as opposed to a door-to-door service).
A few cities have also proposed the innovative option of combining facilitation of ride-hailing with
zero emission vehicles to enhance the GHGs reduction potential of their relevant policy measures.
For example, the City of San Rafael’s CAP calls for encouraging or requiring ride-hailing (as well
as delivery service companies) to utilize zero emission vehicles.
Only four recently updated municipal CAPs specifically mentioned shared autonomous vehicles.
Most interestingly, all of these CAPs combined measures of preparation for autonomous vehicles
with GHG emission reduction and/or transportation equity and accessibility goals. For example,
the City of Los Angeles’ 2019 CAP entitled “L.A.’s Green New Deal,” proposes initiatives to
ensure that AVs are ef f ectively utilized f or sharing services and are electric. Meanwhile, L.A.’s
2019 CAP stresses the importance of analyzing transportation data and creating design guidelines
for AV infrastructure to ensure equitable distribution of app-enabled mobility services across the
City. Although the City of Santa Monica’s 2019 CAP views AVs as an electrif ied and shared
mobility option, it also acknowledges the need to plan f or f uture use of AVs to minimize the
possibility of adverse impacts, such as increased VMT or congestion, or jeopardized road safety.
Similarly, the City of San José’s 2018 CAP calls for regulation to reduce GHG and VMT impacts
of AVs by making driving alone more expensive and promoting mode shifts. San José also plans
to partner with public and private organizations to ensure accessibility and affordability of AVs to
low-income individuals. Lastly, San Rafael offers a different measure to reduce GHGs from AVs:
limiting idling of AVs through public engagement campaigns.
Another alternative to combine GHGs reduction and transportation accessibility goals focuses on
ride-hailing. For example, the City of San José is evaluating options, such as discounted group EV
purchasing or permitting incentives, to encourage ride-hailing companies to use EVs. Meanwhile,
the City of Los Angeles partnered with a ride-hailing provider to help connect residents to public
transit.
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is yet another relevant term discussed in municipal CAPs that is
meant to of f er a “consumer-centric” model of transportation through streamlining “journey
planning.” MaaS eliminates the need f or separately planning, booking, and paying f or various
transportation services (including shared and micro-mobility of f erings) used to get to a f inal
destination. As such, MaaS can reduce barriers for using alternative modes of transportation and
shared mobility, thus reducing VMT and GHGs. Examples of measures or programs
incorporating MaaS into municipal CAPs include: City of Palo Alto’s measure to promote and
f acilitate apps that of f er seamless mobility payment and booking options; and the City of Los
Angeles’s partnership with a ride-hailing company to connect nearby residents to public transit
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either free of charge (for those enrolled in the low-income transit subsidy program) or for a small
fee using a Transit Access Pass (TAP) card.

3.3 Findings from the General Plan Analysis
Compared to CAPs, municipal general plans were far less likely to include explicit interventions
to ensure that AVs and on-demand mobility help communities reduce GHG emissions. Yet,
several municipal general plans have adopted policy measures related to shared and on-demand
mobility and AVs (see Table 4). Out of 23 general plans analyzed, five plans included four or five,
and six plans included two or three relevant measures. Three other plans included at least one
relevant measure, and the remaining nine plans did not specif ically mention any of the relevant
policy categories in their general plans.
An analysis of general plans shows that municipalities have focused on various categories of shared
and/or on-demand mobility and AVs through f our dif f erent type of policy mechanisms: (1)
transportation system management or travel demand management for employers; (2) incentives to
lessen driving in general; (3) education and outreach programs; and (4) development of emerging
transportation technologies (as related to transportation infrastructure).
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Table 4. On-Demand Mobility and AV Measures in General Plans

Emeryville
Fremont

Hayward

Los Angeles
Menlo Park
Napa

Novato

Oakland

Palo Alto

Rohnert Park
Saint Helena
San Diego

San Francisco
San José

San Rafael

Santa Cruz

Santa Monica
Santa Rosa
Windsor

Yountville
TOTAL

TOTAL
Micro Transit

Vanpooling

Carpooling

Ride -Sharing

Car-Sharing

Ride-Hailing

2009

Transportation Network Companies

Berkeley

Arcata

Mobility on Demand

2012

Connected Vehicles

American Canyon

Mobility as a Service

Plan Date

Shared Mobility or Shared-Use Mobility

City

Shared Autonomous Vehicles

On-Demand Mobility & Autonomous Vehicle Categories

0

2006

0
✓

✓

2016
2012

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2009

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

5

✓

2
3
5

✓

2007, 2019
2009, 2015

0
✓

✓

✓

4

✓

2012

1

✓

2009

0

2012, 2018
2016

0
✓

✓

✓

✓

5

✓

2007

0

2009

0

2015

0

2004
2018

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2009, 2019

✓

2012

✓

4
2

✓

2

✓

2013, 2019

1

✓

2012
2012

3

✓

✓

✓

3

✓

1

✓

2016

0
3

6

0

1
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0

2

6

6

10

5

0
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Like in CAPs, the most common relevant policy category included in municipal general plans was
carpooling, with ten municipalities specif ically adopting at least one relevant policy. These
municipalities have adopted TDM policy options to encourage commuters to carpool, such as the
provision of carpool parking; community outreach initiatives to encourage carpooling; TDM
programs f or major employers and school districts; and guaranteed ride home programs. For
example, the City of Berkeley’s “Trip Reduction” policy specif ically mentions “carpooling and
provision of carpool parking and other necessary facilities” as a mechanism to reduce automobile
traffic and congestion. Within the same policy measure, Berkeley proposed programs to facilitate
carpooling through neighborhood-level initiatives. Additionally, Berkeley’s general plan includes
a policy measure to encourage private employers reduce the demand for automobile travel through
carpool incentives. The general plans of Menlo Park and San Raf ael aimed at expanding the
effectiveness of their TDM programs by proposing to specifically encourage carpooling for school
trips in addition to work trips. Napa, on the other hand, adopted a policy to encourage commercial
developers (with projects that will likely employ at least 50 individuals) to provide preferential
parking f or carpool. Lastly, Hayward’s general plan stressed the importance of creating
“Transportation Management Associations” and eliminating barriers to carpooling through
various programs, such as “guaranteed ride home” programs. These diverse examples show how
municipal plans have considered different strategies to encourage carpooling as a more desirable
transportation option compared to driving alone.
Shared mobility, car-sharing and ride-sharing have each been mentioned specif ically in six, and
vanpooling in five municipal general pans. All of these categories have been considered an effective
first- and last-mile solution by municipal general plans that can eliminate or alleviate barriers to
the use of public transit. As such, a specif ic attention has been given to transit dependent or
vulnerable populations, such as the disabled, seniors, and youth. For example, Berkeley’s general
plan includes a “Special Transit Program” that off ers “senior vans” to improve mobility f or the
elderly. Additionally or alternatively to TDM strategies for major employers and beyond, a number
of cities have also developed district-specific programs that facilitate shared mobility in high-traffic
or high-demand areas. Examples include Santa Cruz’s shuttle services for the downtown area and
other major employment centers; Menlo Park’s shuttle service connecting employment centers and
the Downtown Menlo Park Caltrain station; and Berkeley’s “no-f are shopper shuttles” that
connect shopping districts in the entire City.
Similarly, ride-hailing and mobility on demand have both been mentioned in two municipal
general plans as strategies to remove barriers to the use of public and alternative transportation
modes. For example, Palo Alto’s general plan emphasizes the need for services that “complement
and enhance” alternative mobility options available to their residents and “expand transit access,”
including but not limited to ride-hailing services and on-demand local shuttles. As part of the
City’s “Employer-based Strategies,” Hayward’s general plan mentions mobility on demand
strategies, such as guaranteed ride home programs to strengthen chances of success for employerbased TDM strategies.
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Only three out of 23 municipal general plans have included provisions f or relevant emerging
transportation technologies, namely, CAV. Among these three cities, only the general plans of
Palo Alto and Menlo Park briefly focus on possible opportunities for GHG emissions reduction
from these technologies. Both of these general plans stress the importance of supporting or funding
emerging technological advancements, such as, but not limited to, connected and autonomous
vehicles, sharing technology, and EV technology to reduce air pollution and GHG emissions and
to enhance access to mobility for all. Winsor’s general plan, on the other hand, focuses primarily
on the potential impacts of driverless vehicles on the streets of the Town, such as impacts on
roadway design, signage, and speed limits. No general plan included measures related to ridehailing, specifically how to encourage ride-hailing companies to adopt technologies and practices
that can help reduce GHG emission.
One could argue that the reason AVs received limited attention in general plans (as well as CAPs)
in California is the uncertainties involved in market penetration of these technologies. Although
AVs are one of the most discussed technologies in transportation today, there still are many
technical and non-technical challenges involved in effective and widespread deployment of AVs.
These challenges and uncertainties may caution planners and policymakers about immature
decisions and unrealistic expectations which can discourage action altogether. Nevertheless,
inaction may also involve significant risks and lost opportunities to maximize the environmental
and equity benef its of these technologies. Hence, the next chapter f ocuses on ways cities can
harness the GHG emissions mitigation and mobility equity benef its of AVs and on-demand
mobility.
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IV. Conclusions and Discussion of Policy Implications
This chapter concludes the report with a summary of key f indings, discussion of the policy
implications that flow from those findings, and an assessment of the study limitations paired with
suggestions for future research.

4.1 Summary of Major Findings
Analysis of the literature, municipal climate action plans (CAPs) and general plans yielded
important f indings about: (1) the potential benef its as well as risks of AVs and on-demand
mobility; (2) actions communities have taken to seize the benef its and minimize the potential
downsides or risks associated with driverless vehicles and app-enabled on-demand mobility; and
(3) untapped opportunities for reducing GHG emissions from transportation and contributing to
equitable mobility through planning efforts. Most importantly, findings of this research suggest
that:
(1) Policy and planning discussions should consider synergies between autonomous vehicles (AVs) and
on-demand mobility as two closely related emerging mobility trends.
The literature f ocusing on vehicle automation technologies overlaps with that of on-demand
mobility. This is mainly because of the synergies between AVs and on-demand mobility that may
help amplify adoption as well as benefits of both while reducing the risk of negative environmental
or social impacts. For example, AVs can boost carsharing by eliminating the need for someone to
travel to a carsharing facility to access available vehicles, 91 and improving safety, and convenience.
If AVs are shared and used as a mobility service (as opposed to privately-owned single-occupancy
vehicles), concerns about increased traf f ic, VMT, and consequently GHG emissions are
significantly reduced. Shared AVs (or SAVs) are also more likely to be accessible to a wider range
of users making their widespread and equitable adoption possible. Due to the synergies between
AVs and on-demand mobility, any discussion of maximization of benefits or minimization of risks
should consider both of these emerging trends.
(2) Several factors determine whether the deployment of AVs would help reduce GHG emissions from
transportation, as well as the extent of these environmental benefits.
An analysis of the literature indicates that three major types of factors play a role in the potential
GHG emissions impact of AVs: (1) factors related to the technology, functionality, and efficiency
of AVs (e.g., vehicle electrification, fuel efficiency, size, connectedness, etc.); (2) factors related to
the use and ownership of AVs (e.g., shared vs. single occupant; publicly-owned vs. privately-owned
vehicles); and (3) f actors related to access, distribution, and convenience of use of AVs across
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geography and for various population groups (e.g., wide or limited distribution of AVs in urban
and suburban areas). Due to uncertainties involved in how these f actors will vary in the f uture,
projections f or GHG emissions impact of AVs involve a wide range of possible outcomes. The
most optimistic projections can promise an 80 percent or even greater reduction in GHG
emissions; whereas the most conservative estimates predict a signif icant increase in GHG
emissions due to increased VMT and unmet energy efficiency goals.
(3) AVs and on-demand mobility can potentially contribute to a more equitable transportation system.
Findings from the literature suggest that AVs and on-demand mobility can contribute to building
a more equitable transportation system both directly and indirectly. These technologies can directly
improve independence and quality of life for individuals with disabilities and the elderly, enhance
access to transit by offering a viable solution for the first- and last-mile problem, and help alleviate
the geographic gap in public transportation services. In terms of indirect impacts, wide adoption
of SAVs can reduce demand f or parking and create an opportunity f or in-f ill development and
affordable housing especially in urban areas that offer better access to jobs, amenities and services,
including transportation options.
(4) Maximizing the environmental and social benefits of AVs and on-demand mobility requires
proactive and progressive planning; yet, most cities are lagging behind in this area.
A comparison of findings from the literature and analysis of municipal CAPs and general plans
shows that the environmental and social benef its of AVs and on-demand mobility will not be
realized without a comprehensive strategic vision about what an ideal transportation system should
look like, and what steps should communities take to get there. Nevertheless, one clear f inding
was that few cities were comprehensively planning to integrate AVs and on-demand mobility as
tools to achieve climate and equity objectives. Close to one-third of the cities did not include any
policy options related to on-demand mobility and AVs in their CAPs. And among the two-thirds
of CAPs that did include relevant policy measures, few had more than a handful. Unsurprisingly,
the more recent CAPs were more likely to include policy measures related to shared and ondemand mobility and AVs. This reflects the importance of regularly updating CAPs to incorporate
opportunities and challenges that new technologies present.
Promisingly, lessons learned from TDM strategies adopted by municipal plans—such as the need
to combine various awareness, pricing and incentive-based strategies to influence mode choice and
travel demand; or the importance of effective collaboration between transportation agencies, local
governments, businesses, and nonprofit organizations—can still be relevant in a driverless future.
Similarly, land-use policies adopted by local plans to encourage high-density, mixed-use, and infill
development or planning efforts to build walkable and transit friendly communities are still valid
tools to reduce VMT and GHG emissions. Nevertheless, AVs and on-demand mobility offer new
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opportunities and pose new challenges f or communities that should not be ignored in planning
efforts.
(5) Municipal CAPs and general plans in California have adopted several strategies and programs
relevant to AVs and on-demand mobility.
Since several common TDM strategies, such as programs or policies to encourage carpooling, are
applicable to AVs and on-demand mobility, the majority of municipal CAPs analyzed included at
least a few relevant measures. The more recently updated CAPs were more likely to include a larger
number and more closely relevant measures to AVs and on-demand mobility, such as initiatives to
ensure that AVs are shared and electric, more accessible to low-income individuals, and more
efficiently used by minimizing idling time. Other innovative measures adopted by recently updated
CAPs involve measures to encourage TNCs to invest in electric vehicles; programs to promote
“Mobility As A Service” or MaaS through apps that offer seamless mobility payment and booking
options; and partnerships with ride-hailing companies to connect nearby residents to public transit
either free of charge or for a small fee.
As expected, municipal general plans were far less likely to include explicit interventions to ensure
that AVs and on-demand mobility help communities reduce GHG emissions. The few plans that
did include provisions f or relevant emerging transportation technologies of interest f ocused
predominantly on bigger picture ideas, such as supporting research and development for AVs and
other technological advances and planning for infrastructure investments and improvements.
(6) Several untapped opportunities exist to harness the GHG emissions reduction and social benefits
potential of AVs and on-demand mobility.
A comparison of findings from the literature review and analysis of municipal CAPs and general
plans in California uncovers untapped opportunities to seize the GHG emissions reduction and
social benef its of AVs and on-demand mobility. The f ollowing section details ways and
mechanisms through which CAPs can help communities plan for environmentally responsible and
socially equitable adoption of AVs and on-demand mobility.

4.2 Discussion of Policy Recommendations
The study findings outlined above suggest a number of specific ways that local governments can
harness the GHG emissions mitigation and equity potential of on-demand mobility and
autonomous vehicles:
(1) Use CAPs as a tool to ensure equitable mobility in a driverless future.
Since climate action planning and policy inventions are constantly engaging with the notion of just
and equitable communities, 92 existing or common measures utilized by CAPs can be strengthened
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to guide the equitable distribution and use of AVs and technology-enabled on-demand mobility.
The recently updated generation of CAPs more prominently acknowledge that effective climate
action planning is rooted in social justice and equity. CAPs commonly stress the importance of
protecting the most vulnerable among our communities, and prioritizing resources to address
inherent inequities in our society, such as lack of access to safe, affordable, and convenient public
or active transportation options. Since AVs and on-demand mobility options present both an
opportunity to alleviate the equity gaps in our current transportation system and a risk of
exacerbating such inequities, 93 local governments should ensure that their CAPs employ specific
measures to maximize the potential benef its and minimize the risks. For example, CAPs can
include policy and programmatic interventions to encourage or incentivize the use of shared AVs
and on-demand mobility options as an affordable and convenient first- and last-mile solution.
(2) Provide comprehensive GHG emissions reduction roadmaps for AVs and on-demand mobility to
reinforce general plan mobility goals.
As discussed in the findings section of this report, both municipal CAPs and general plans may
include measures relevant to AVs and on-demand mobility. Nevertheless, CAPs are more likely
to of f er a clear and comprehensive guide f or developing, coordinating, and implementing
community programs to reduce GHG emissions and adapt to the adverse impacts of climate
change. In other words, general plans are more suited to provide a broader vision; CAPs are more
appropriate f or providing detailed guidelines and innovative solutions specif ically designed to
combat climate change. As such, a GHG emissions reduction roadmap for AVs and on-demand
mobility can be added to transportation demand management (TDM) strategies, as well as physical
transportation inf rastructure strategies, land-use policies, and regional coordination ef f orts
highlighted in the CAPs. The CAP can then be linked to the general plan to reinforce its broader
mobility goals.
(3) Encourage travelers to make a long-run shift to shared use of AVs and on-demand mobility.
There is a general consensus in the literature that the potential benefits of AVs and on-demand
mobility, such as reduced VMT, GHG emissions and traf f ic, will only be realized if these
technologies make shared mobility more economical, flexible, and convenient, and, by extension,
more common or desirable. The widespread availability of app-enabled on-demand mobility
options, dynamic geo-positioning technologies, and ease of electronic financial transactions, have
cleared major hurdles of carpooling. Furthermore, AVs can help reduce or eliminate saf ety
incidents, such as crashes and even assaults. Nevertheless, additional incentives might be required
to shift the mobility preferences of individuals who always relied on private vehicles.
TDM strategies recommended by CAPs, such as pref erential parking f or carpools, employee
subsidies for carpooling, shuttle programs for business and entertainment districts, and guaranteed
ride home programs f or commuters who carpool or otherwise use public or active modes of
transportation can be a good start. Nevertheless, most of these strategies have been designed for
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static ridesharing, and do not necessarily reflect the opportunities and challenges offered by AVs
and dynamic ridesharing technologies that better support impromptu trips. Thus, there is a need
to redesign TDM strategies recommended by CAPs to encourage shared use of AVs and ondemand mobility and help shift mobility preferences of individuals towards shared mobility in the
long-run.
(4) Use a combination of transportation and land-use policies to prevent increasing sprawl due to
deployment of AVs.
Local CAPs typically recommend a variety of transportation and land-use strategies to combat
sprawl, ranging f rom in-f ill and transit-oriented development strategies to eliminating parking
minimums. To ensure that the increased comfort and reduced value of travel time (due to reduced
opportunity cost of driving) associated with AVs will not inadvertently result in sprawl, local CAPs
should utilize both transportation and land-use progressive policy options. It is important to note
that the combined effect of transportation and land-use policy options is often greater than the
effect of one type of policy. This is because transportation and land-use policies work together in
af f ecting travel behavior. For example, by eliminating parking minimums, CAPs can encourage
shared use of AVs as well as discouraging the private ownership of AVs. If most or all AVs are
shared and used as service on-demand, the need for parking space will further diminish resulting
in an in-fill development opportunity. This synergic effect between transportation and land-use
policies should not be disregarded.
(5) Stress the importance of energy efficiency and renewable energy in a driverless future.
The biggest motivation f or the development and deployment of AVs is increased saf ety and
convenience—a robot will replace the driver, and it will f ollow all traf f ic rules and cannot be
distracted. Other potential advantages of AVs, such as reduced GHG emissions, are considered
co-benef its. These co-benef its are not necessarily guaranteed by manuf acturers. Manuf acturers
might actually be tempted to build larger vehicles that can serve other purposes, such as an office,
a gym, or a movie theater. These larger vehicles can be even more energy consumptive than the
current single-purpose vehicles. Local CAPs can help develop and adopt specific policies to ensure
that AVs are energy ef f icient and/or electric. In addition to supporting electrif ication of
transportation, local CAPs can also encourage or require use of renewable energy in electricity
generation.
(6) Identify opportunities to link AVs and on-demand mobility to transit.
One major challenge associated with widespread deployment of AVs is the potential for declined
transit ridership, decrease in public transportation funding, and eventually reduced options for the
ones who do not have access to a car. However, declined transit ridership f ollowed by reduced
funding and transportation options is not the only possible scenario. The alternative scenario is
that AVs and on-demand mobility options will be used to augment and complement public
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transportation. CAPs typically offer a variety of options to enhance the viability of public and active
modes of transportation, ranging f rom local initiatives to regional coordination f or rail service
inf rastructure. CAPs also include first- and last-mile solutions to boost transit ridership. A
combination of these strategies can be specifically designed to utilize the opportunities offered by
AVs and on-demand mobility options to connect individuals to transit stations easily or f ill the
mobility gaps in areas with limited or nonexistent transit options. For example, one simple but
effective strategy is developing web-based streamlined trip planners that offer real-time departure
predictions and eliminate the need for checking different transit maps or websites, planning for
the trip to and f rom transit stations, and purchasing separate f are passes. Another strategy is
of f ering discounted ride-hailing service to and f rom transit stations. In sum, making the transit
experience better and easier involves planning for the entire trip, not just the transit portion of it.
(7) Incorporate planning tools that respond to the uncertainty related to deployment of AVs and
extensive use of on-demand mobility technologies.
Since climate change poses many uncertainties, CAPs have long considered sophisticated and
dynamic methods to deal with them. For example, scenario analysis is a major tool used by CAPs
to project alternative possible outcomes based on scientific and economic factors as well as policy
interventions. CAPs have also acknowledged that uncertainties can discourage action, and thus
recommended techniques to help stay focused on the desirable goals or outcomes. For example,
back casting—which is a planning technique that first defines a desirable future or goal and then
works backwards to identif y policy and programmatic interventions that connect the present
conditions to the desired f uture outcome—is a commonly used technique by CAPs. These
common methods of dealing with uncertainties through CAPs can be used to help local
governments envision a desirable mobility outcome in a driverless f uture and ensure that
deployment of AVs and more extensive use of on-demand mobility will help us reduce GHG
emissions and VMT as well as improve mobility for all.

4.3 Study Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
Because AVs and on-demand mobility rely on rapidly evolving technologies and business practices,
it will be important to regularly update the f indings presented in this report. The literature is
expanding rapidly, for example. Also, local governments periodically update their CAPs, and new
plans will most likely include more content related to AV and on-demand mobility.
The Covid-19 pandemic has changed travel behaviors significantly in 2020. What we do not yet
know is if these changes to travel behavior will be long-lasting, if we will return to previous
practices of transportation once a vaccine is developed, or if some third, unknown, new travel
behavior will exist. There is some anecdotal evidence that some people will be less likely to want
to use shared mobility in the future, whether that is public transportation or a shared on-demand
trip. This could dramatically alter the trajectory of the future of transportation in ways that we do
not yet understand.
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A relatively small number of plans were reviewed for this report. These were also chosen because
the cities are leaders in climate action planning, not necessarily leaders in planning f or new
transportation technologies. It would be usef ul to review what other cities are doing, including
cities in other states. One fruitful avenue will be to select cities that are aggressively courting new
mobility companies. At the same time, it would also be valuable to review planning efforts from
cities that are not at the cutting edge of either climate action planning or transportation technology
adoption. This broader consideration of CAPs would provide insight on what planning ef f orts
these more typical localities are (or are not) taking to take advantage of AVs and shared-use
mobility.
It is important to note that the disparities in the ways various cities or regions are (or are not)
planning for AVs and on-demand mobility might also create equity concerns. This report briefly
discussed mobility equity issues relevant to local CAPs. Nevertheless, equity concerns related to
deployment of AVs and expansion (or lack thereof) of on-demand mobility go beyond the subject
of this report. Future studies can focus on broader dimensions of equity related to AVs and ondemand mobility.
Lastly, climate action planning (or lack thereof ) involves many equity considerations that go
beyond the scope of this report but raise many interesting research questions. Evidence from our
analysis suggests that the current generation of CAPs tend to combine climate action planning
efforts with social equity goals. The most recent example is the City of Oakland’s newly released
CAP entitled “Oakland 2030 Equitable Climate Action Plan” which explicitly emphasizes the
need to ensure that frontline communities (i.e., communities harmed by environmental injustice
that are likely to be hard hit by the impacts of climate change) are protected. Future research can
f ocus on how these new or updated CAPs are af f ecting social equity, while also reducing a
community’s contribution to climate change.
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V. Abbreviations and Acronyms
AV

Autonomous vehicle

CAP

Climate action plan

CV

Connected vehicle

GHG

Greenhouse gas

MaaS

Mobility as a service

SAV

Shared autonomous vehicles

TDM

Transportation demand management

TNC

Transportation network company

VMT

Vehicle miles traveled
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